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Abstract. Abstract: As a natural result of the dissemination of a large variety of XML databases, the 
well-known problem of data integration must be faced from the XML viewpoint� One of the basic 
functions of an integration system is the record linkage, the task of comparing records to determine 
those that are differently represented, but relate to the same entity. As a consequence of the 
intrinsically high computation cost, the majority of the approaches to record linkage are based on off-
line procedures. Such approaches, however, just meet the requirements of data integration architectures 
that materialize the data such as data warehouses. Recent approaches based on approximate joins are 
aimed at enabling duplicate identification in on-line procedures with reasonable results. In this paper, 
we proceed along this research direction and outline our current ideas how to account for the specific 
characteristics of XML documents. 

 

��,QWURGXFWLRQ�
The suitability of XML to represent a rich variety of data sources makes it a reasonable choice to deal 
with the so-called information explosion coming along with the surge of the Internet. Indeed, recent 
work of the database research community has signaled a long-term orientation towards XML database 
support. As natural consequence of the dissemination of XML databases, the well-known problem of 
data integration must be faced from the XML viewpoint. Similarly to other aspects of data 
management, the properties of the XML data model require careful consideration when combining 
various data sources. 

One of the basic functions of an integration system is record linkage, the task of comparing records to 
determine those that are differently represented but relate to the same entity. The problem was 
originally examined in the seminal paper of Newcombe et. al. [1], in the context of statistical "follow-
up" in demographic records. Ten years later, Newcombe’s key insights were formalized in a theoretical 
framework using a probabilistic model developed by Fellegi and Sunter [2]. These works still provide 
the main foundation that guides many modern approaches to record linkage coming under several 
variant terms, among others, name matching, object identification, merge-purge, reference 
reconciliation, and fuzzy matching. 

The most common application of record linkage techniques is discovering duplicates within a unique 
database during data cleaning procedures or identifying overlapping entities across multiple databases 
during the integration. In single-source settings duplicates can be caused by several type of errors 
during data creation, such as typographical errors or different representations of the same value. The 
same factors that cause the occurrence of duplicates plague the task of identifying them, because they 
make the underlying data unreliable for a straight equality comparison using record fields. In multiple-
source settings, the problem is still worse. Besides the problems occurring in each single source, 
objects may be represented differently, overlap, or contradict across source collections [3]. Just 
ignoring the presence of duplicates is not a solution in many cases. It can erroneously inflate estimates 
and produce spurious quantitative data in different categories. Moreover, in multiple-source scenarios 
an important functionality of integration systems is at the bottom of the capability to identify 
overlapping objects. For example, distributed healthcare networks must identify and merge different 
records to be able to build a patient’s medical history.  

As a consequence of the intrinsically high computation cost, the majority of the approaches to record 
linkage are based on off-line procedures. Such approaches, however, do not meet the requirements of 
data integration architectures that do not materialize the data such as data warehouses. Systems based 
based on virtual data integration, for example, detection and elimination or reconciliation of duplicates 



from answers must be done "on the fly", before presenting the result of the user query.  

Recent approaches based on approximate joins are aimed at enabling duplicate identification in on-line 
procedures with reasonable results [4]. The big challenge addressed by these approaches is to 
accommodate record linkage techniques in an efficient join framework. Yet, XML data sources pose 
due to the structure of XML documents additional complexities that fundamentally differ from that of 
the relational model which the existing record linkages methods were developed for. Hence, new 
techniques must be devised to directly deal with the hierarchical semi-structured nature of XML. 

Along the rest of this paper we will concentrate on the problem of performing on-line record linkage 
among XML data sources. More specifically, we consider the identification of entities between a 
couple of XML documents using approximate joins. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 2, we sketch a use case scenario sharpening the focus of our work, whereas we deal in Section 
3 with the selection of comparison fields. In Section 4, we make some considerations about similarity 
metrics, a crucial component of an entitity identification task. In Section 5, we discuss some 
approaches to perform entity identification in XML documents through approximate joins, before we 
finally wrap up with a summary. 

��0RWLYDWLQJ�([DPSOH�
Consider the example in Figure 1 showing two XML document fragments from data source A and B. 
Both sources describe business contacts but are organized in different formats. Source A arranges 
contacts according to their type (FOLHQW or VXSSOLHU) . In contrast, source B sorts contacts by the city 
element. The ground work of an integration application is bringing together document fragments that 
identify objects of interest. Note that a common follow-up task should be the whole document 
integration that embodies the fusion of objects by removing redundancies and resolving 
inconsistencies between them. Papakonstantinou et. al. [5] provide a study about object fusion in 
mediator systems. In this paper, we concentrate on the first task, the object identification. 

Consider the scenario where the user holds the contact list A and wants to identify related contacts in 
the source B. The document fragment describing the contact -RKQ� 6PLWK in the source A has 
apparently a counterpart in the source B. A data integration application, however, will have several 
difficulties to accomplish its task in this example. First, the well-known problems of record linkage 
tasks are present here, such as misspelling (e.g., -RKQ� 6PLWK versus -RQK� 6PLWK), and abbreviations 
(e.g., New York versus NY). Besides these problems, the underlying XML document structure poses 
additional complications. Different names are used for elements (e.g., FOLHQW� versus FXVWRPHU) and 
structural differences are present (further classification PRELOH and ZRUN in �the SKRQH  element as well 
as various multiplicities, and FLW\ appearing at the second level in B).  In the following sections, we 
will discuss these problems in detail. 
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The first step to identify entities is the selection of the elements to be used in the comparison 
procedure. In [6], Weis observed the difficulty to ascertain which XML elements make up the object 
description of a real-world object in XML documents and proposed heuristics to determine 
automatically these elements. In relational record linkage procedures typographical mistakes can make 
the information provided by one relation insufficient to identify the real-world object it relates to. For 
example, the address information is often used to identify individuals in record linkage procedures and 
could be stored in a separate relation. Normally, a pre-processing step brings all the relevant fields 
together to an auxiliary table, which are not adequate for on-line procedures.  

In any case, the selection of the comparison fields must be done with care. As a rough example, the 
]LSFRGH element of the data sources A and B from Figure 1 seems to be a reasonable identifying 
parameter under the common assumption that having more information for matching would improve 
the matching1. However, the values of  ]LSFRGH and FLW\ do not hold under conditional independence 
(naïve Bayes). This property is reinforced in small cities that could have just one Postal ZIP code. 
Several record linkage methods work under this assumption to make the computation of the total 
agreement weight more tractable using the individual agreement weights of each comparison 
parameter [2]. Erroneously computed weights can therefore affect the classification rule. Expectation-
Maximization (EM) procedures could be used to deal with such a lack of independence [7]. 

Other desirable properties of comparison fields are discriminating power, underlying quality, and low 
probability of misreporting. These properties can however be conflicting. For example, values in the 
field VH[,  in spite of its low discriminating power, usally is properly recorded in a data source.  

The considerations above emphasis the difficulty of a domain-independent and automatic selection of 
the comparison fields for any object of interest. One option is the utilization of learning methods or 
access to databases statistics. As more simple measure, matching tools could alleviate this task for the 
user providing hint fields for common objects (individual, book, etc). 

��&RQVLGHUDWLRQV�&RQFHUQLQJ�6LPLODULW\�0HWULFV�
A similarity metric is a critical component of any record linkage procedure. A typical record linkage 
application must be able to assess the “closeness” between string-valued fields and numeric fields as 
well. We focus on string similarity because the problem is more challenging and more appealing for 
XML documents where data of string type are prevalent.  

String similarity metrics can be classified in three categories: HGLW�GLVWDQFH��WRNHQ�EDVHG, and K\EULG. 
Roughly speaking, edit-distance models measures the distance between strings as the cost of the best 
sequence of HGLW� RSHUDWLRQV (insert, delete, replace) that converts one string into the other. Popular 
examples from this class of metrics are -DUR/-DUR�:LQNOHU and /HYHQVWHLQ. Token based similarity 
measures convert the string to be compared to token multisets and assess similarity manipulating these 
multisets where the order of the tokens is unimportant. An example of this class is the WHUP�
IUHTXHQF\�LQYHUVH�GRFXPHQW�IUHTXHQF\�(TF-IDF), widely used in the information retrieval community. 
Hybrid measures combine token-based and string-based methods. For example, the SoftTFIDF 
measure, a variant of TFIDF, that uses a secondary edit distance to account not only by tokens that 
appear in both multisets, but also those that are similar. 

The choice of a suitable similarity metric is not a trivial task. The performance of a metric can vary 
significantly depending on the domain of the dataset. The -DUR�:LQNOHU metric is intended for short 
strings, what makes it suitable for comparing element labels but not their content. W. Cohen et. al. 
have observed that token-based methods do not perform well on Census datasets [8]. Surprisingly for 
such data sets, the -DFFDUG�similarity, that simply computes (|S∪T|/(|S∩T|) of two word sets, seems to 
perform better than a more sophisticated measure like SoftTFIDF. Bilenko et. al. provide adaptive 
methods representing edit distance with affine gaps using a hidden Markov model [9]. 

                                                 
1 [7] observed that having more than 6-10 fields for matching does not improve the result quality. 
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As soon as the comparison fields are determined, the next step is to bring together the related entities 
in the XML documents under consideration using record linkage techniques. The closeness of 
agreement of each field is used to calculate the total agreement weight ultimately used by the 
classification rule. In on-line procedures such as approximate joins, the classification rule is normally 
a threshold value. 

The problem is how to perform a join between sources as described in Figure 1 where the relationship 
among elements from each source is asymmetric. Moreover, even the correctness of element tag 
names is not guaranteed due the presence variations such as synonyms.  

The latter problem can be mitigated using a thesaurus. A domain-specific one could be obtained from 
ontologies, expert support, or through information retrieval techniques such as bootstrapping. 
Otherwise, a universal thesaurus such as WordNet could be used as well. Reference [10] presents a 
method to perform term expansion in a query using an additional normalized structural index with an 
entry for each set of synonyms within the thesaurus. 

����8VLQJ�WKH�WUHH�HGLW�GLVWDQFH��
Reference [4] uses the tree edit distance [11] as a join predicate applied to pairs of subtrees of the 
XML documents. Pairs within a tree edit distance above or equal a determined threshold are reported 
in the output. To alleviate the cost of computing the tree edit distance (O(|T1||T2|h(T1)h(T2)), where 
|Ti| is the number of nodes in tree Ti and h(Ti) is the height of Ti), upper and lower bounds were 
developed. In addition, a vector of distances to a reference set is calculated for each document from 
the sources to be integrated. The combination of both methods achieves a considerable pruning of the 
comparison space by tree edit distance. An adaptation of the R-tree to index the difference vectors 
were also presented. The authors argued that your framework can be easily adapted to any distance 
between trees, as long as it is a metric.  

A question is to what extent a general distance function such as the tree edit distance can capture the 
semantic similarity between entities represented by an XML subtree. An obviously improvement (as 
suggested in [4]) is to apply a similarity metric function to string node labels instead of assuming edit 
operations of unit cost for node relabeling. This measure, however, makes the total cost even more 
expensive and stress the necessity of suitable filters.  

Even with the support of a reasonable similarity measure, using the tree edit distance on the entire 
subtree still seems a coarse method. For example, it does not takes advantage of the XML hierarchical 
structure to improve the matching of elements  (Section 5.2). A better approach could be to apply tree 
edit distance just to align the structure of the pair of document fragments when the schema of the data 
sources are heterogeneous. A string similarity metric suitable for short strings such as -DUR�:LQNHU 
and the support of a thesaurus seem to be reasonable. This approach needs further investigation, 
specially into how to weight the cost  of tree edit distance with the similarity measures applied on the 
content in the subsequent task. 

����8VLQJ�WKH�;0/�VWUXFWXUH�WR�LPSURYH�WKH�PDWFKLQJ�
Once the structure is aligned. one can perform the record linkage based on the comparison fields 
mentioned in Section 2. The hierarchical structure of XML allows the use of structural relationships to 
improve the match of entities. Such improvements can be obtained exploring relationships between the 
axes types GHVFHQGDQW and DQFHVWRU to perform adjustments in the similarity (or likehood ratios) of 
matching elements and pruning the comparison space as well. 

For example, matching or non-matching decisions between children elements can be propagated to 
augment or decrease the similarity score of their parents. For example, the similarity from two 
elements labeled ERRN can be incresed when the children elements DXWKRU are matched. On the other 
hand, miss-matching between parents can decide definitively for classifying the whole subtree above 
them as non-matchings and avoid further comparisons. [12] constructs a graph structure to capture the 
dependencies between entities and later to propagate similarities after reconciliations decisions. 



Another important decision is how to transverse the document subtree to perform the elements 
comparisons. A top-down strategy seems to be  preferable  because has it the advantage of allowing 
earlier pruning when an ancestor is classified as non-matched. A hybrid approach could compare at 
least one child before classify two parents pair as non-matching. 

���&RQFOXVLRQ�
In this paper, we introduced an approach to entity identification in XML documents based on 
approximate joins. We pointed out important aspects for an on-line record linkage architecture. The 
first step is a good selection method for the comparison fields of an entity. Desirable properties for 
such a method are conditional independence, discriminating power, underlying quality, and low 
probability of misreporting. Furthermore, string similarity metrics play a central role in a gerenal 
framework for record linkage techniques. Because the performance of different metrics could vary 
significantly depending on the domain of the dataset, we need empirical results to evaluate their 
quality and practical usefulness.  

Our future work includes the implementation of such a framework in our prototype XML database 
system called XTC (XML Transaction Coordinator [13]. Furthermore, we will design and explore 
appropriate record linkage methods. XTC can be considered as an ideal testbed for comparative 
studies, because we can easily implement alternative approaches and run them under identical 
conditions. Therefore, by running benchmarks and comparative experiments against competing 
approaches (see Section 5), we can stepwise improve our approach based on empirical evidence. Most 
important for this proceeding is the definition of suitable baseline experiments at the beginning to 
observe progress in our endeavor to improve the quality of record linkage techniques. 
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